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1.1.2 - The institution adheres to the academic calendar including for the conduct of 

Continuous Internal Evaluation (CIE

 Before the commencement of each semester, University notifies an academic calendar for 

all the programs, which contains the date of commencement, last

Internship schedule and dates for

issued by the Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwada University Nanded

activities including the conduct of Continuous Internal Evaluation (CIE). The institute prepares 

an institute-level calendar .Institute calendar of events includes details like the total number of 

working days and holidays, CIE 

activities, CIE, and all activities are conducted in adher

academic calendars help faculty members to plan their respective course delivery research work 

academic and co-curricular activities. The

the completion of the syllabus as per the lesson plan prepared by faculty members. Syllabus 

coverage for each CIE is decided well in advance and faculty members

Assessment tests (IA), assignments

(CIE) of students. There is a well

events. The course instructors prepare I

Taxonomy along with the scheme of evaluation, reviewed by the stream coordinator and 

approved by the department Head. The internal assessment test timetable prepared by the 

examination committee is published t

tests, evaluation of answer scripts, 

evaluation and assessments are also done for laboratory course, project w

Conduction of laboratory experiments and viva, Submission of records are the major components 

of laboratory course evaluation.

frequently reviews the semester's progress and provides suitable 
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The institution adheres to the academic calendar including for the conduct of 

Continuous Internal Evaluation (CIE) 

Before the commencement of each semester, University notifies an academic calendar for 

all the programs, which contains the date of commencement, last working day of the semester, 

Internship schedule and dates for semester-end examinations. Our Institute follows the calendar 

Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwada University Nanded strictly and plans all its 

activities including the conduct of Continuous Internal Evaluation (CIE). The institute prepares 

Institute calendar of events includes details like the total number of 

working days and holidays, CIE dates, dates for the Institute’s flagship programs.

activities, CIE, and all activities are conducted in adherence to the calendar of 

academic calendars help faculty members to plan their respective course delivery research work 

activities. The Principal of the college closely supervise and monitor 

the completion of the syllabus as per the lesson plan prepared by faculty members. Syllabus 

coverage for each CIE is decided well in advance and faculty members adhere to it. Internal 

ests (IA), assignments and seminars are part of the Continuous Internal Evaluation 

(CIE) of students. There is a well-defined process for the conduct of CIE as per the calendar of 

events. The course instructors prepare IA question papers based on the revised Bloom's 

Taxonomy along with the scheme of evaluation, reviewed by the stream coordinator and 

approved by the department Head. The internal assessment test timetable prepared by the 

examination committee is published to stakeholders, and conducted as per the schedule. Post IA 

r scripts, are carried out by respective Course Instructors. Continuous 

evaluation and assessments are also done for laboratory course, project w

of laboratory experiments and viva, Submission of records are the major components 

tion. The Principal, through the academic committee meetings, 

frequently reviews the semester's progress and provides suitable suggestions.  
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